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For assay of the promising substance, was chosen alkalimetry method in the medium of ethanol 

with a potentiometric fixation of the end point of titration (s = 1). 

Results and discussion. The development of quality control methodologies was carried out 

according to State Pharmacopoeia of Ukraine. Resynthesis of the substance was performed using reagents 

that were purified according to standard procedures. The developed quality control methods are 

acceptable for use in control and analytical laboratories. 

Conclusion. The synthesized substance meets all the requirements of State Pharmacopoeia of 

Ukraine in quality. 
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Introduction. Amoxicillin is an antibiotic of the penicillin group, contains carboxyl and amino 

groups and can enter into complex formation reactions. Joint administration of amoxicillin with preparations 

containing transition metal salts can lead to the formation of chelate complexes of various structures, that 

can affect the effectiveness of therapy. Previously, we conducted a study of the amoxicillin interaction with 

metal salts in molar ratios. However, this method does not allow to say in what ratio these compounds can 

be formed. In an attempt to establish it, a Job spectrophotometric analysis was performed. 

Aim. To study the complexation of amoxycillin with metal salts using Job’s spectrophotometric method. 

Materials and methods. As stated in the Job’s method, initial solutions of amoxicillin and salts 

with equal molar ratios (1*10
-3

m/l) were prepared. Further, primary solutions were diluted and series of 

solutions with ratios of antibiotic and salt 1:9, 2:8, 3:7, 4:6, 5:5, 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, 9:1 were prepared. Then the 

absorbance was measured at a wavelength 200-400nm on spectrophotometer Evolution 60S. Samples of 

calcium chloride, magnesium sulfate heptahydrate, aluminium sulfate, iron (III) chloride, iron (II) sulfate 

salts were taken as investigated. All solutions were prepared in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid medium which 

corresponds to pH of stomach.  

Results and discussion. The UV-spectrum of amoxicillin in 0.1M hydrochloric acid has three 

maxima at wavelengths 203nm, 230nm and 272 nm. To control, we took into account changes in absorbance 

at all maxima. In the experiment with salts of calcium, iron(II) and aluminum, a proportional increase in the 

absorbance in all three maxima was observed, respectively as the concentration of the antibiotic increased. 

While when adding iron (III) salt, a change in the character of the spectrum was observed at a ratio of 1: 9, 2: 

8, 3: 7, 4: 6, 5: 5 due to which a characteristic’s maximum blur occurred at a wavelength of 272 nm.  

Conclusions. Based on the results of the study, iron (III) salts are most likely able to interact with 

the formation of different ratios complex compounds. The obtained results confirm the importance of 

further research of amoxicillin’s complexation properties with the antacids and other metal salts 

containing medications. 
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Introduction. Cucurbita pepo seeds are a well-known traditional herbal drug that has been used 

throughout the ages in folk and formal medicine. Pumpkin seeds contain a various chemical 
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